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The attached articles were returned in the ·President's outbox with
the following notation:
11

Good P.R.

11

Please· follow-up with appropriate action.

cc: Dick Cheney.
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~HEW: Regulating the regulators
4

.
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A cynic might argue that the Department of
t Health, Education and'Welfare needs a press
• agent adept at explaining the inexplicable and
~ defending the indefensible. Such a functionary
~ would have been handy a couple of weeks ago
·.-when one of HEW's regional mandarins sudden~ Jy advised an Arizona community that school
t banquets must now be unisex ~ - a ruling
' whose repercussions quickly reached the Oval
Office itself.
But could press agentry do the job for HEW
. when this most gigantic arm of U.S. government
employs 135,000, administering a budget of S128
billion? By rough calculation that means the
average oversight by every HEW employe of
eome s94s,ooo. And that oversight often entails
.'· at least several million dollars' worth of offi~ ciousness, murky guidelines and over-regula.· tion.
.
• We cite these fanciful considerations, and
: equally fanciful statistics, only by way of
•· proposing three cheers for Secretary David
Mathews. Mr. Mathews has announced "sweep- ing reforms" in his department's controversial
.. regulation-writing process, which for many
- Americans has become the horrible example of
bureaucratic intrusion.
In essence, Mr. Mathews seeks to "democratize" HEW procedures. "Effective today," he
1& to announce, "HEW will open the process
;. (of regulation-writing) by framing the issues for
: the public and laying out available options."
fo, The department will "work to stimulate the wid: est possible public discussion. We will not put
' forward a major proposal until the people affected by it have had their say."
Under Mr. Mathews's new procedure, HEW
will give prior notice of a proposed regulation,
inviting and evaluating public reaction, before it
sets forth that regulation in final form. Heretofore, as the secretary says, his department has
tended to consult too exclusively "with the
groups having a special interest in a given pro. gram" while "the public at large was shut out of
the process." The secretary is even going so far
as to try to make regulations readable as well as .
consultative. "Training sessions," declares tlle
HBW press release, will be held for "department regulations writers so that regulations are
written in clear, concise English." They will
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even be ·reviewed "to determine if they are, in
fact, doing what was intended."
This outburst of good sense merits an unmitigated Bravo. Secretary Mathews's reform program is not only refreshing, it has a pleasantly
antiquarian ring about it - antiquarian in a
laudable sense. It sounds as if the secretary,
who was a historian by trade before he took
over the nation's largest and most muscular bureaucracy, has been rereading the Declaration
oflndependence.
·
In the clear, concise English of that document, American government is said to rest on
the proposition that government "derives its
just powers from the consent of the governed."
Yet as government has waxed bureaucratic,
public consent has become more and more inferential, more and more extensively based on the
• delegation of power, and often less and less in
tune with what the governed regard as fair and
reasonable.
It ·is doubtful, to cite again the latest stir over
HEW regulations. that even the inattentive congresSmen who framed Title IX supposed that
their rule against sex discrimination implied the
end of anything so harmlessly traditional as
father-son and mother-daughter functions at
public schools. If Mr. Mathews's regulationwriters had been functioning under his reform
rules, there would have been plenty of public
objection beforehand.
This experiment noble in purpose will not, of
course, work miracles. HEW is not always
granted, by Congress and the courts, as much
latitude in construing laws and court orders as
it might wish. At this writing, for instance,
Judge John J. Sirica has given HEW 60 days to
·tidy up its investigations of Title VI compliance
in 14 school districts. The rigidity and haste that
often mark HEW exercises of delegated power
are not always of its own devising.
But if the department faithfully adheres to its
'chief's admirable reform program, we shall at
least know which regulations are far-out or officious because of an inflexible mandate from
Congress or the courts, and which are far-out
and officious because, under the old dispensation, the reRUlation-writers were unaccountablt'
to department policy and the rules of English
grammar .
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TBOUGif they start with the best of
intentions, regulations promulpted by the U. S. Departt:nent of
Health, Education and Welfare often
. aem arbitrary and unrealistic, and
even more often they confuse and
eomplicate the problems they are supposed to solve.
Secretary David Mathews has anDOUDced a worthwhile step toward reforming the process by .which these
:ngu!ations are promulgated. The new
procedure should help to improve the
substance of the regulations as well as
the public attitude about them.
Henceforth Mathews will require
that the public be consulted directly
while the regulatiOM .r1! temg drawn
ap. Notice will be given in advance on
areas to be regulated or areas in
which existing regulations are to be
changed, so that public comment can
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be offered before, and not after, the

rn1es are made. Not onlv that, but
writers of regulations
receive
training in bow to write "clear, concise English," as Mathews put iL
We have had hopes for improvement in HEW ever since Mathews
took office. Perhaps it is really on the
way. Of course these procedural refonns will not sOlve everything; part
~f the problem lies i..u the complexity
of what HE"W bas to regulate, and
part of it lies in the ambiguity or
basic misconceptions in the laws Congress passes and then expects HEW to
interpret and implement.
But every little bit helps, and getting the public involved from the
beginning could be more than a little
bit of help in dispelling the feeling
that we are governed by faceless and
unresponsive bureaucrats .
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"Let the people know the, facts and the
country will be saved. '!_Abraham Lincoln

Asking The People
David Mathews, secretary of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), has
announced that he is reforming the way HEW develops
and issues regulations.
His stated objective is to see to it that the depart·
ment seeks out public opinion before a proposed regulation is drafted, rather than after. This is a very important reform if it can be made to work as intended.
A press release said Mathews "believes strongly that
the regulations process is HEW's most intrusive channel into people's lives." That it surely is.
"For far too long," Mathews said for the release,
speaking of the process of making regulations, "HEW
has gone to the public in these situations only to tell
them what it intends to do. From now on our first step
will be to ask the people of the country what they think
we should do."
Mathews unabashedly noted that under the previous
system when HEW decided that a new regulation was
needed it consulted largely with groups having a special
interest in the affected program and then proposed a
regulation which often reflected "their common preconceptions."
The public at large was effectively shut out of the
process by departmental directives which prohibited distribution of proposed regulations before publication in
the Federal Register. Even then the public would not
know what was going on unless HEW explained it in a
news release or some sharp-eyed reporter succeeded in
attracting attention. The Federal Register is very thick
reading.
Henceforth a proposal to make a regulation is to be
made public, with comment invited, before the regulation is drafted. \\'hen the drafting is done there is to be
another public announcement outlining the proposed
regulation, with another interval for comment.
It's a great idea. \Ve hope it works .
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.,EDITORIALS
Regulations
NEARLY EVERY segment of
American BOciety is affected by one
or more of the thousands of regulations issued by the various departments of the federal government,
but too often rules devised to carry
out the laws approved by the Congress are handed down without adequate participation from the public.
David Mathews, secretary of the
Department .of Health, J'.ducation
and Welfare, is taking 'steps to refonn the way his department develops and issues its regulations. He
has ordered the regulation writers
to consult broad segments of the
public before they put pen to paper
in preparing controversial regulations mandated by congressional action or administrative needs.
Mathews said: "For too long
HEW has gone to the public in these
situations only to tell them what it
intends to do. From now on our first
step will be to ask the people of this
country what they think we should
do."
HEW is one of the government's
most prolific issuer of regulations,
since its 135,000 employes, operating
under a $128 billion budget, administer a wide range of IIOCia1 programs. Under the previous system,
Mathews said, when the need for a
regulation lli"06e, the department
consuJted with the groups having a
special interest in a given program
and then proposed a regu}Jition,
which often reflected their common
preconceptions. The public at large
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was shut out of the process.
Under the new program announced by Mathews, HEW will
open the process by framing the
issues for the public and laying out
available options. Once these are on
the tabk, the department will work
to stimulate the widest possible discussion..

Various channels will be used to
obtain public comment on the pro- ,
pooed regulations town hall
meetings,· advertisements, public
service announcements, news releases, professional and service organizations, mailings, the Federal Register and HEW's 10 regional offices.
The new procedure may lengthen the time it takes to issue final
regulations, but the public will have
greater· opportunity to debate the
options and to comment on proposed
guidelines.
HEW is also attacking the regulations problem on other fronts. It is
conducting training sessions for regulations writers so that rules are
written in clear, concise English. It
is reviewing existing regulations to
determine if they are doing what
was intended and it is rewriting
some regulations which impose too
numerous or needles&ly complex requirements on program admnistra·tocs.
There is no way to get rid of
government regulations, but at least
HEW is leading the way toward
making government work more efficiently with the public it serves.
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Public agency
For a federal bureaucracv to consult the Ameri·
can people before imposing' a regulation would be
as extraordinary as for an Eastern bloc Olympic
judge to give high marks to a Western athlete.
Yet one of the more disliked federal bureaucra·
cies says it is going to the people first, from now on.
David Mathews. secretary of the U.S. Depart·
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare CHEW'·
Sunday began what his department calls "sweeping
reforms."
Mathews will require HEW to consult broad seg·
ments of the public before it puts pen to paper in
preparing controversial regulations mandated by
Congressional action or "compelling administra·
tive need."
"For far too long HEW as gone to the public in
these situations only to tell them what it intends to
do," Mathews said. "From now on our first step
will be to ask the people of this country what they
think we should do."
Mathews says reform of the regulations has been
his top priority since he took office last August.
"Under the previous system," he says, "when the
need for a regulation arose, the department con·
suited largely with the groups having a special in·
terest in a given program and then proposed a regu. Jation which often reflected their common precon·
ceptions. The public at large was shut out of the
process."
What HEW will do. beginning immediately, is not
put forth any major proposal until the people affect·
ed by it have had their say.
HEW will draft regulations by first sending Ma·
thews a proposed plan. If he approves it, the depart·
ment will publish a public notice of its intent. and
will even state the department's preference, if any.
The public's comments will be scrutinized. Another
notice will go out. and more public comment
sought. That will be evaluated before the regulation
fs approved and finally published.
Mathews isn't stopping at that point. His reform
package also calls for training HEW regulations
writers to write their rules in "clear. concise En·
glish." And when a regulation is put into being. it
will be reviewed to see if it does what it was sup·
posed to do. Regulations which are too complicated
will be simplified. The first to get the blue pencil
will be the Medicaid regulations.
We are never too sanguine about the way bureau·
crats carry out their intentiQns The example of the
annually-more-complicated "simplified" income
tax forms keeps coming to mind.
But Mathews' expressed intent seems straight·
forward enough. And if he can get his employes to
do what he savs he wants them lo do. HEW could
become a benchmark agency. Cross your fingt'rs
and hope cin triplicate J.
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Welfare Goes. Public
THE DEPARTMENT of HEALTH,
and WELFARE has annQUDCed 'W"eeping reforms" deaigned to give the general public a
"feice in writing HEW rules and
~gulations.
"We will not put for.vard a single
major proposal Wltil the people aift!cted by it have had their say,"
SEcRETARY DAVID MATHEWS explainEDUCATION

ed.
., MATHEWS' announcement said the

l)epartment would s e e k public
~da.noe "'tb.rough town hall type
Jlileetings, advertisements, public
eervice announcements, news reltases, professional and service orpnizations, mailings, the Federal
Register, and HEW's 10 regional
af:fices.
· In theory, it sounds great.
' This mammotil agency spends
fl28 bill.lon a year, a sizable chunk
Gf the ea.mi.ngs C1f every taxpayer.
lts 135,000 employes regulate the
lives of citizens in the most person-

Ill ways.
· HEW mey choose a school for

,.our child. It oa.n tell you whether
jou have the proper skin color to

· qualify for e job or promotion. It
can cause you to lose a job or a
promotion if you are C1f the wrong
aex.
."Last month, i. 28-year-old HEW
official i~ a deer~ setung out
drcumstances under which a par-

•

ent may have breakfast with a
child. A school breakfast attended
by fathers and so~. for example.
or by mothers and daughters would
be in violation of Federal law on
the grounds of sex discrimination.
The anti-breakfast rule was so
obviously oppressive and absurd
that PRESIDE-"'T FORD personally
caused it to be revoked. But it is
an example of HEW's power and
!inclination to regulate even the
most priV"ate aspectS of American
life. Most certainly, . the public
should have a loud voice in how
such'power is used.
As a practical matter. howeYer.
this country is too large for town
hall Government. The public can
and will squawk when Go\·ernmem
does something that is particularly
outrageous. But ordinary citizens
have work to do. They cannot become individual experts in such
matters as HE\V regulation.;.
. HEW's public hearings on regulations may get a little more attEmtion from the- general cit~enry under the new· program. But the
process will continue to be dominated by the special intere.>t groups
and activists who dominate it now.
It will be interesting to sec
whether HE\\.. s ··sweeping reform ..
in rule-making procedures actually
makes any difference at all or
whethe:· it is just anothe:- public
relations ~:inumck.
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EC.ltETARY DAVID MAT·
S
HEWS, of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, is
taking a lea! from the book of the
environmentalists and others who
revised highway planning arid many
other government functions.
Like the engineers who plan our
roads, the bureaucrats of HEW will
now have to go through complex procedures including input from the
public before they put pen to paper
to compose new regulations.
ln the case of new roads, it may
be argued that the delays involved
are excessive and excessively costly.
On one major Oldahoma City expressway alone, It is estimated that
the cost of the recently adopted preliminary procedures will add at least
25 per cent to the eventual cost. Part
of that u the oost of paperwork,
hearings and repeated reV1s10'DJ of
design and pla.nnJn.i' work. But much
is represented by the inflation that
will hike the price of all the labor
.-;.and components eoi.ng into the road
by the time it is built.
In the case of HEW regulations,
however, there is a more positive result in view. The regulations issued
by this one massive department of
government affect nearly all of us at
one time or another, and some are
costly in human as well as dollar
terms. As an example, HEW regulations have eliminated manv small
hospitals in lightly populated areas
of INCh states as Oklahoma. They
bav@ made day CAre centers too
aoatly lor many communities to atford, and removed them from the
reach of aome working parents who
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need them most.
Such regulations, it bas been
charged in the past, too often were
devised by idealistic but impractical
authors in Washington who had no
·real idea of the impact of their
edict.
Mathews has instituted reforms in
the regulation writing system that
will at least alleviate this problem.
"For far too long, HEW has gone to
the public in these situations only to
tell them what it intends to do," he
aays. "From now on, our first step
· will be to ask the people of this country what they think we should do."
The regulations process, Mathews
says, is HEW's most intrusive channel into people's lives-as powerful
in its impact· as the department's
stall of 135,000, or its annual budget
of $128 billion.
The most obvious result will be a
llowlng of the process of issuing regulations. That alone will help ease
the public resentment of hastily contrived eolutions to problems that
may or may not exist in the real
world outside the bureaucratic concepts.
But another Tesult can be-although not necessarily will be-a reduction in the ability of pressure
groups to get their own pet regulations written into federal edicts with
the full force and etfect of law.
Mathews is a quiet sort oC cabinet
officer, despite the size of his depart·
ment and the scope of its responsibilities. ll he can ef!ect this one big
change, he will have made an important and possibly permanent mark
on Washington .
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EDITORIALS and COMMENTS

It appears the U. S. Department of
Health Education and Welfare has
ended ~p with egg on its bureaucratic
face once too often and HEW Secretary
David Mathews is finally taking steps
to see it doesn't happen again.
In announcing sweeping reforms in
the department's decision-making
process Sunday, Mathews said HEW
will now begin to ask for public input on
controversial matters before it takes
action or mandates regulations rather
than waiting to hear from the public
after it is too late and the decisions have
been made.
Too often in the past the bureaucrats
at HEW, as well as those at most
federal agencies, have simply looked at
controversial matters in the cozy
confines of their Washington ivory
towers and issued ill-advised
regulations, only to be confronted afterwards by an outraged public
demanding that the pointy-headed
intellectuals throw their briefcases in
the Potomac.
The most recent example of that
syndrome, of course, was the brouhaha
following the HEW edict that "fatherson" or "mother-daughter" school
functions should be banned on the
questionable grounds that such functions are sexuall~ discriminatory.
The edict, blasted by the public from·
sea t.O shining sea, was quickly
disavowed by an embarrassed
Mathews and countermanded by a
disgusted President Gerald Ford, but
the damage was already done: here
was one more example, the public said,
of a stupid regulation sent down from
on high by a bureaucrat who didn't
have enough sense to park a bicycle
straight.
IC only you had asked us. the public
seemed to say. we would have told you
how ludicrous such a regulation is.
Well. now Mathews says he will ask.
"For far too long HEW has gone to
.the public in these situations only to tell
U1em what it intends to do," the
secretarv said. "From now on our first
step wili be to ask the people of this
country what they think we should do.
"Effective toda\' ,'' Mathews said
~undav, "HEW wili open the process by
framuig the issues for the pubhc- and

laying out available options. Once these
are on the table, we will work to
stimulate the widest possible public
discussion.
"We will not put forward a major
proposal until the people affected by it
have their say."
Mathews envisions communication
with the public through "town hall"
meetings, advertisments, public service announcements, news releases,
professional and service organizations,
mailings, the Federal Register, and
HEW's 10 regional offices. ·
The process by which public input
will be elicited will begin with
publication identifying the issues
and the options available and inviting
public comment. If the department has
a preference, it will be clearly stated at
the outset.
Following evaluation of the public
response. HEW will come back with a
second publication of the specific rules
it is proposing based on that public
response, congressional intent and its
own professional expertise and
knowledge of the law.
. Then second round of public response
will be evaluated, changes in the rules
will be made if they are felt necessary,
and finally the final regulation will be
published.
Other parts of Matht>w's reform
package should also be welcomed by a
public fed up with burP.aucratic
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mumbo-jumbo and regulations which
don't seem to work and include
provisions calling for training sessions
for department regulation writers so
that regulations are written in clear,
concise English, and periodic review of
all regulations to determine if they are,
in fact, doing what was intended.
Mathews also wants periodic
modification of regulations which inpose too numerous or needlessly
complex requirements on program
administrators and points to a special
force now at work. simplifying
Medicade regulations as an example of
that concept in action.
Of course all this looks good on paper
and sound fine in theory. But the proof,
as they say, will be in the pudding and
only time will tell if the new system will
really work or if it is being instigated
simply as a way to get HEW off the
hook when it comes out with an unpopular set of rules or regulations.
In such instances in the future, HEW
may be able to say, "well, we asked you
and this is what you wanted" when the
cry goes out that the department once
again stuck its foot in its mouth.
But if indeed the system does serve to
nip only one foolish bureaucratic idea in
the bud, then perhaps it will all be
worth it. Certainly under the new
system the public will at least have the
ill us ion of more participation in
government.
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Editorials

Public Input

To HEW Rules
·DAVID MATHEWS, the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, is concerned
about the intrusion into people's lives of the
regulations that HEW writes. HEW is just
about the biggest bureaucracy in Washington,
with a $1.28 billion budget and around 1000 fulltime rule-\\Titers, and it is this monster whose
ways Secretary Mathews is s~rting out to
change. May good luck attend him.
HEW, says the secretary, bas up to now
gone to the public "only to tell them what it
intends to do." From no\v on be is determined
that his department should first ask the people.
That may not seem a revolutionary
thought, but it evidently strikes the secretary
that way, for along with his announcement of
this public-input procedure that is being. set up,
Mathews bas written to the editor to request
editorial comment on the strong public policy
implications of his reforms. We are glad to
comment.
. IF THE NEW PROCEDURES at HEW will
·save the agency from closing the doors of the
public schools to father-and-son events. for
example, that will enhance public confidence
in the department. It will be recalled that the
Scottsdale, Ariz., schools were informC'd by
HEW the other day that they could not hold
such C\'ents ~ause that would be a sex
discrimination. PresidE'nt Ford was so irritated
he ordered the order canceled.

•

If the public bad been asked in advance i~
views about holding father-and-son banquets m
the schools separately from mother-and-daughter banquets, no doubt public opinion would
have told HEW what Mr. Ford did, not to worry
about the sex discrimination aspect.

. THE PROPOSALS of Secretary Mathews
should be well received by the public, whose
lives are so closely touched by HEW rules.
Normally, be says, the public will have 45 days
to comment after HEW gives notice of a
proposed regulation. In each case the name of a
person in HEW who _can be co_ntacted for
further information w11l be pubhshed, along
with the proposed rule. That is a welcome
feature: not knowing to whom to take your
troubles is probably the most for~ida?le and
discouraging barrier to commumcatJon be·
tween the citizen and his go\'ernment.
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Editorial
T-akiQ.g Bureaucracy
Out of the Vacuum
.;, t . - .

The pubnc;'along with the press, has for years now
been trying; to get the point across that federal
bureaucracy-bas grown into· too much of a Big Brother.
g()Veriiment,~with-little brother-hivfng little or nothing
to say about bow be was treated.
·Even presidents, senators and representatives have
admitted that bureaucracy bas become a fourth branch
of the American government, probably with more
power than the other three combined, insofar as the
ability to make rules that affect our everyday lives is
concerned.
Moreover, the question of bow to cut that
bureaucracy down to size nevei has been answered .
. Well, fortunately there is- if not a way to reduce the
influence of governmental decision makers- at least a
ineans of trying to change their way of thinking. And the
secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, David
M;lthews, has set about putting it into practice.
· His premise is that the public which is to be affected
by the myriad rules made by departments and agencies
oqght at least to have some voice in the formulation of
those rules.
· Time and time again complaints have been issued,
often justly. that some official who bas never been on,
say, a farm or in a factory, promulgates rules that are
. either unneeded or unjust.
· Previously, "when the need for a regulation arose,
the department consulted largely with the groups
having a special interest in a given program and then
proposed a regulation which often reflected their
· cOmmon preconceptions," Mathews noted. "The
public at latge was shut out of the process."
· If the putnic had not been shut out, in many cases, it
W<>uld have~ discovered that there was no need for
a regulAtion in the first place ..
: From thU point on, HEW will first publish a notice of
intent to pr~pare regulations, then seclt public guidance
bcifore it actually writes the rules. The input from the
public will.be obtained through town and city hall
meetings; ad,•ertisementa, public service
announ~nts, news releases, .and other devices .
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. """'- . .bllc will then be given time to
·1ue

W

1

State lts case

•

·
evall. And not
tertaiillT.lhe public will not always pr .
this
little crule issued by HEW will be subJect to
every dure But at least the public will be forewarn~ on
~ma}or .is;i:~~ and can arm itself to either pralSe or

before the iule 1S written.

oJW<>Se.
·
ressing concern·
Mathews is completely correct m exp
·t
thit HEW wields enormous powers in a vacuum when 1
't re lations to implement a law passed by
wn es ~th little if any legislative debate and. no
~~~ent until the new rules have been put mto

effl~;~uld be of tremendous help to the pmallublic lf ~~

·es ,..,....,e and s
• wou
other bureaucratic agencl ' ..... e.
.
of those
follow HEW's suit and seek out the feelings
who are regulated.
del ed with
The p~bllc may • as ~ :!~~\~atio~. But this
lnfonnation on proposed b den than the amount of
would be a far l~s onerous ur from the, decisionsenseless goverrung now gotten.
ma}Ung vacuum HEW is abandorung.
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!,/EW Secretory Mathe\IVs is to be commend€.
for his revamp efforts
U.S. Health, Education and Welfare <HEW)
Secretary David Mathews is to be commended
for the sweeping reforms he has ordered in the
way the vast agency develops and issues its
regulations.
As Mathews points out, HEW's regulations
reach out, touch and even change the lives of
citizens in many areas. He has said that the ·
agency's power to control by regulations is as
potent in terms of human impact as HEW's
$128 billion budget and 13!l,OOO employes.
The most extreme of the reforms Mathews
has ordered is a requirement that HEW consult
broad segments of the public before

having a special interest in a given program
and th~n proposed a regulation which often
reflected their common preconceptions. The
public at large was shut out of the process."
"Effective today (July 25), HEW will open
the process by framing the issues for the public
and laying out available options. Once these
are on the table, we will work to stimulate the
widest possible public discussfon. We will not
put forward a major proposal until the people
affected have had their say,".he said.
. HEW will communicate with the public
through town hall t~ meetings, advertisements, public serv1ce announcements,
news releases, professional and service

•

Comment: HEW Secretary David Mathews,
on leave as president of the University of
Alabama, is wise in requiring public input in
forming HEW regulations.

finalizing controversial regulations.
"For far too long HEW has gone to the public
in these situations only to tell them what it
intends to do," Mathews said in his announcement of the changes. "From now on,
rur first step will be to ask the people of this
country what they think we should do."
"Under the previous system," he continued.
"When the need for a regulation arose, the
departl!len~ consulted largely with the groups

organizations, mailings, the Federal Register
and 10 HEW regional offices.
The public will usually have 45 days to
comment on proposed regulations after they
.are published.
The U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare is a massive bureaucracy that
controls programs in an incredible number of
areas.
Mathews has shown wisdom in recognizing
that the public needs some influence over
.regulations that in the past have sometimes
seemed impersonal and unnecessarily
prohibitive.

EDITORIALS

:l;IEW Reform of Regulations
~S Good News fQr the Public
'. :LAWS passed by Congress may not
imean anything, as Bill Klem would say,
fUntil they are interpreted in the Federal
;Jte~ister or other nosy places by the
~e-ra I regulatory r~·. 4,::""*·* . '
k{~ncies.
1
·. ...;AS .the immortal 1
~~all umpire ex·. · · ·
~f1'1ained, "Some -of 1 ~-.
,-•tiin is strikes, and }
~~ of 'em is l \
·.; '·
lb'aUs, but they ain't 1 \
:;., '
l110thing until I calls -;
\ · :

f ,.,. );. ·

~·ftn...

; ~.-,.,en,

. j•• ~-~~.;

1

fl

/

:sir, the
;
/
Vf~rm is turning at ~.
.. · ~ )
aeast several de- L ;"' ~' .
'.grees. Health, Edu~thews ·
-cation and Welfare
-Secretary David Mathews announces
~that HEW today 'is instituting "sweepjng r~forms in the way the Department
develops and issues its regulations. ·
. "Most extreme of these," he goes on,
;..is the requirement for HEW to consult
~broad segments of the· public before it
J1t!ts pen to paper in preparing controlv(rsial regulations mandated by con~e:ional action or compe11ing a9minisve need.".
; ;:.We accent the last words. In a more
~eient context, Ask, and ye shall re~ve, that your joy may be tull. HEW
1Vidently is putting .aside "administraJtjve needs,'' which may have been far~est from the mind of Congress, !or
~(Hence participation.
·
f011ie move is to be welcomed since it
~es with a full confession from the
qency which, with 135,000 employes
~ a budget of. $128 billion, consumes
~ largest whack of the taxpayers'
II$Q}lar.
·
,·:,.._.':'Under the previous system," testi-
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fies a contrite Secy. Mathews, "when
the need for a regulation arose, the Department consulted largely with groups
having a special interest in a given program and then proposed a . r)!gulation
which often reflected their common
preconceptions. The public at large was
shut out of the process." For an agency
which was created 23 years ago (and is
old eno\}gh to vote: this, pray, is an
election year) the confession is sensational.
. But we think Secy. Mathews ought
to be taken at his word. The whole
subject of government regulation, as
President Ford has emphasized often,
needs the swift broom of reform.
Some businesses which otherwise are
· quick to bemoan the stern eye of government, actually like regulation and
are aghast when it is criticized as a
form of governmental oppression of
fret: enterprise competition.
In the main, however: most regulalion is counterproductive. It increases
the cost of doing business. It bewilders
the individual. And it confounds the
pursuit of happiness as the Fathers defined the sacred right to be let alone.
So, two and a half cheers for HEW

as it issues new' regulations which give
the public 45 days to comment following its publication of inten.ded, rather
than accomplished, regulations.
The Department will communicate
with the public through town-hall type
meetings, ad\'ertisements, public service· announcements, news releases,
professional and service organizations.
mailings, the Federal Register (which
must, in its 40 years of daily stri\'ing,
have listed millions of regulations) and·
HEW's 10 regional offices.
We always keep our fingers crossed
when there is a promised political millenium around the corner. but we hail
with unqualified enthusiasm one stipulation of the new HEW: "The reform
package calls for training sessions for
Department regulation writers so that
regulations art> written in clear, concise
t:nglish."
Man. that's progress!
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0Mr O~&~iotn
HEW Reforms

Do you belie\'e in the HEW? That is, do you
believe there is a HEW?
Many people undoubtedly don't and others
probably could care less.
But the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) has an enormous Impact
on our 11 vcs.
It would almost go unnotked If It wa~n't for
Its controversial regulations. On~ example i\
the brilliant ruling against schools holding rather·son or mother-daughter events.
What does the agency do? lt implements
legislation written by the Congress. Until this
weekend, this has been an In-house function
with the public and the Congress left out of
this crucial, final phase of policy-making.
Sometimes the HEW botches the job and
misinterprelc; the thrust of the legislation.
The father-son travesty points this out as do
several other incidents. Regulation~ prohibiting discrimination against women and prot~cting the privacy or studentc;' records rr~at
ed so much controversy that Congress had to
amend the laws to make its intent clear.
This we-ekend Da,·id Mathews. department
s~cret.ary, announced some reforms that wilt
gh·e the public a say in the rulemakin~ proc-

ess.

This is a step in the right direction (or an
ag(lncy that for too long has been in5ulated
from public opinion. In the- past. whl'n tht.·n·
was a ~ for outc;ide con~ultation. the dt>partment would seck the advice of Spt't:ial in·
terest groups. There was no inplH from tht
public.
Now. when n new rule Is hi

tht~ works. thtdepartment plans to seck a true cro~o;-st-ction
or national opinion at public mt•etin~s
throu~houtthe country.
We ha\'e hl~h hopes that public dialogue
will gi•.-e the dl'partm('nt a more rc;~listic vision of thc people whom these rules and rf!gulations affect so det>ply.
With some participation from the public,
the departmt.•nt should become more rr•)pon·
sl\'e to real, human needs and mor(' acTt~Unta·
ble for the $128 billion it spends annually .

•

·A Good Idea

.....
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~-Many crftlcs, by no means all of

tervJce announcements, news
releases, professional and service
organizations, mailings, the
Federal Re{Ji.Bter, and the depart·
ment's 10 regional offices. (The
~reaucracyofthefederalDepart·
regional office for Virginia is In
~ent of Health, Education and
Philadelphia.) Some of those
,..elfare (HEW). A recent decree
methods of communicating sound
nning father-son, mothersimilar to what the federal departttghter outings at public
ment already is doing, but some,
bools-a decree promptly
llke the use of public meetings to
spended by an angry President
bear the opinions prior to the adoprd-was editorially lambasted
tion of regulations, do appear to be
"civil rights madness" by the
Innovative.
~raJ WO-'h.inqton Po8t, tor exOther ..changes called for by
pple.
· Mathews are training sessions for
~ l.a.st "Week, Rep. G. William
HEW officials in bow to write
trfhlteburst, R·Va., «ared a re- · regulations In clear. concise
..onal HEW official tor "bureau· 'Englis~ (now there's a ~ru~y .
tratlc arrogance•• because
revolutJOnaryproposal!),penodJc
of bls ·alleged refusal to an·
review of regulations to see If they
rwer questions of a Norfolk news·
are doing what was Intended, and
· Mpet reporter about bow funds
modification of regulations that
tiere spent for certain social
Impose too many or too complex
programs. (HEWhasa$128billion
requirements on program ad·
)ludget this year.) Whitehurst said
ministrntors.
has demanded a full accounting
"Secretary Mathews ~ught to be
expenditures tor the programs
given credit tor a good 1dea. From
question.
! ExamPles of the problem could
~II up this page and then some. But
pt last comes an indication that the
problem is recognized at
BEW-by the top man, at least, if
1lOt necessarily by all his unpem political conservatives, have
eomplalned of growing lmperfousness on the part of some ofJicials within the huge

E
t

e

~rlings.

· HEW Secretary David Mathews
)nnounced yesterday a package
ef "reforms" that is meant to give ·
Jbe general public more of a say In
HEW regulation-writing. The
regulatory process ts HEW's most
kltrusive channel mto ~le's
ltves, said Mathews, declaring:
:":For far too long HEW has gonP. to
Jtte public ln these situations only
kl tell them what it Intends to do.
From now on our first step wtll be
to ask the people of this country
what they think we should do."
• MatheW'S,afonnerUnlversltyof
Alabama president who has been
JEW chief for about a year, spell·
ed out a series of steps to be followlid In regulation-drafting beglnn·
..g with Identification of pollcyopfons to be ta);en to the public for
fbcusslon. He said HEW com·
IJunlcation with the public would
through town hall-type
~lings, advertisements, public

•e
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Mathews
Idea to Implementation Is obviousjourne~ ho'A·ever, with
many opportunities along the way
for sabotage of the bead man's
best-laid plans by 135,000
employes. Nor Is It entirely clear
that average citizens-as opposed
to members or special interest
groups-will beabletoaffectHEW
*'<::isions significantly under the
Mathews system. We ~hall ell
watch In the hopr that_the
"reforms" don1lurn out to bt- lu~t
anOthe-r ove~ld_cWl!Jc reloti.Qns
s!mm1ck.
ly a long
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HEW
and
Rulemania
•
A RULE that says you can and a rule
T ~RE'S
that says you can't and a rule that says if you
don't w1thin60 days you will have to forfeit your federal benefit and pay a penalty for every .day you are
.iB default from the day of notification-all subject, of
course, to review provided that application for review is made v.ithin 30 days of the date of this ruling.
Understand? Because so many people who deal with
public programs have answered simply, and defeatedly, No, the great engine of government has finally
begun to do something about its mind-boggling output of rules. These, according to President Ford, take
.up more than 40,000 pages of fine print- a year.
t&erely to promulgate, and once in a while, as everyone knows, a real lulu will hit the front pages-as in
the recent HEW ruling (now suspended) that
Father/Son or Mother /Daughter social functions
could not be sponsored by public schools unless such
schools wished to risk a loss of federal funds because
·they were violating anti-sexual-discrimination law.
.It struck us as ~mething of an irony, or perhaps
F5t a demonstration of the durability and reach of
the nutty rule-making machine, that this latter ruling
eame out of HEW. That is because HEW Secretary
David Mathews is known to be an unabashed zealot
on the subject of simplifying the tangle of rules his
tlepartment puts out-so much so, in fact, that he has
regularly been criticized for 1) backing down on
Btrict requirements for compliance with the programs HEW administers and 2) permitting himself to
become transfixed by a minor aspect of HEW's operation to the detriment of other business over which he
ought to be presiding. So we were not greatly surprised to learn the other day that Secretary Mathews
has now come forward with some new procedures
lor simplifying apd rationalizing the HEW rule output. The first thing we will say about the secretary's
proposals is that they represent a sound step forward.
The second is that they do not amount to the counter.revohttion; they amount to a modest and sensible at,tempt to get the thing under control.
Secretary Mathews has listed a number of changes
his department intends to make in the way it formulates its rules. They s~k to make the rule-devising
process more accessible to the people who '\\ill have
to enforce or abide by those rules in the field. They
also seek to make the rules themselves, once devised,
more .accessible to everyone concerned by putting
them mto that strange and anti-bureaucratic tongue
known as the English language. In a grand and star
spangled sense, all this has to do \\ith getting the public into policy-making, achieving consensus, making
democracy work and the rest. From a more practical
worm's eye view there are other advantages. An aw-
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ful lot of free, untapped knowledge is floating
around this country concerning the programs HE\\'
administers, and the newly formulated procedures
should permit the government to tap that knowledge
-the nuts and bolts stuff about how nursing home
care or day care or any of a multitude of grant programs really works. This way a lot of predictable anguish and foolishness could be avoided. And so could
a lot of recrimination, since people could no longer
complain as l:}ley now do (and often with much meritJ
that no one told them in advance how the thing wa~
supposed to work and no one asked them how it
should be administered.
Secretary Mathews, never mind his zealotry, is no~
the first or only public figure to have leapt into this
morass.·Former Gov. Carter of Georgia has had some·
thing to say about it, and so have President Ford and
Ronald Reagan. Perhaps more important, though less
center-stage in a political way and certainly a whole
lot quieter, has been the effort of the folks over at
the Federal Register to bring luciclity to the rules
-they print. Under the direction of Mr. Fred J. Emery
they have for some time now been moving to dewhereas their product and also to instruct both the
bureaucracy and the public in ways of making the
Register more useful. But the Federal Register can't
make the rules-and that is why the attention and intervention of Secretary Mathews is so welcome and
important.
It is' interesting to note in this connection that Congress, which is indirectly the fount of all this rule·
making hocus pocus by virtue of the complicated
laws it passes, has lately been toying with appropriating the rule-making function for itself. Outrage over
some especially loony and burdensome rules has
caused many legislators to conclude that they should
pass individually on the rules promulgated by the Executive Branch. We think this is a poor idea for se\'eral reasons. The legislators really do not have the
time or resources to devote to this essentially executive function. Congress being Congress, the lobbies
would have an even better shot than they now do at
bending the rules to fit limited, parochial interests.
And in any event, to complain that the rule-making
function has got out or hand is only another way of
conceding a failure of congressional oversight on the
part of those committees to which the various agencies of the Executive Branch must answer. But we
have no doubt that Congress will go forward with its
111-conceived plan if the Executive Branch does not
act to make the rules fairer, simpler and more effective. That is another reason wby Secretary Mathews'
inJtiative is to be applauded and-ideally-followed
by his colleagues.

